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About KOHINOOR DECOR

FIBER CEMENT PANELS

Who we are?
Incorporated int the year 1998, we ‘Kohinoor Decor’ are a sole proprietorship-based firm engaged as the
foremost wholesale supplier and service provider for Interior designing and False Ceiling Products (Gypsum
Plaster, Plaster of Paris, Gypsum Boards, P.O.P. Sheets, Metal Framing Accessories – G.I. Ceiling Sections,
Aluminium Ceiling Tiles, Metal Ceiling Tiles, PVC Panels) and False Ceiling Services. Our products are high in
demand due to their premium quality and affordable prices. Furthermore, we ensure to timely deliver these
products to our clients, through this we have gained a huge client’s base in the market. Under the direction
of our mentor ‘Mr. Mohd. Ilyas Sheikh (Proprietor)’, we have been able to achieve a reputed name in the
industry.
We, at Kohinoor Decor, one of the most recognized and leading manufacturing and trading firms in Nagpur,
provide you with different types of Interior Designing, Gypsum False Ceiling (Residential/ Commercial),
Installations, Maintenance or repairing at a professional rate of prescribed designs.
Our business is generally known for its next level ceiling designs, their resistance to extreme weather
conditions, ease of services provided and skilled installations by workers.
We also take part in trading all varieties of ceiling products (Gypsum Powder, Gypsum Boards, Ceiling Tiles,
Ceiling Sections, Gypsum and Plaster of Paris sheets) at a much cost-effective rate.

From our Executive Owner,
With my 25 years of experience in this stream of interior
designing, false ceiling contracts and all related Gypsum works, I
have been able to recognize every bit of trading and supplying
every commodity in this scenario.
Our business usually deals with better customer satisfaction with
every ease of better execution of the work. Our executing staff
never fails to perform their tasks regardless of the direction they
have been given.

Fiber cement is a composite building and construction material, used mainly in roofing and facade products
because of its strength and durability. One common use is in fiber cement siding on buildings. We are a
trusted name in trading and supplying a wide array of fiber cement panels. The range of our products is
widely renowned for its excellent quality and is widely used in the construction industry. We make sure to
offer these products in compliance with the international quality standards.

Mohd. Ilyas Sheikh

Owner and Founder at Kohinoor Decor, Nagpur

Fiber cement panels are being used in some of the most iconic buildings of our time because they save time
& money. They are safer and are aesthetically more beautifu
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Fiber Cement
Plank

Fiber Cement
Board

Fiber Cement Board is a non-asbestos fiber-cement building board composed of Portland cement, cellulose
fiber and refined sand. Using a manufacturing process called autoclave, it acquires the strength, durability
of cement plus easy workability and dimensional stability. These Boards come in various formats and can be
used in a wide variety of building applications.

Fiber Cement plank is a unique fiber cement composite of natural fibers bonded tightly in a high-grade
silicate structure. This autoclaved wood-grain siding acquires impressive toughness, yet remains flexible and
dimensionally stable. It is a cellulose cement plank that contains absolutely no asbestos fiber, no fiber glass
fibers or formaldehyde.
Material

Fiber Cement

Application

False Ceiling & Interior / Exterior Wall Cladding

Features

Fire Resistant | Moisture Resistant | Impact Resistant | Asbestos Free

Design Pattern

Wooden Textured

Brand

SHERA | VPlank by Visaka | Everest

Thickness (mm)

8 | 12

Length

10 ft

Width

6 inches

Dimensions (mm)

3000 x 150 x 8
3000 x 150 x 12
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Material

Fiber Cement

Application

False Ceiling & Interior / Exterior Wall Cladding

Features

Fire Resistant | Moisture Resistant | Impact Resistant | Asbestos Free

Design Pattern

Plain | Wooden Textured (also customized decorative designs)

Brand

SHERA | VBoard by Visaka | Everest

Thickness (mm)

6 | 8 | 10

Size (ft)

4x4|4x6|4x8

Dimensions (mm)

1200 x 1200 x 6
1200 x 1200 x 8 | 1200 x 1800 x 8
1200 x 1200 x 10 | 1200 x 1800 x 10
1200 x 2400 x 10

Edge Profile

Squared | Tapered
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NOTES

CONTACT US
Contact No.: +91 9822232309 | +91 9371080486
Email: info@kohinoordecor.in
Website: www.kohinoordecor.in
Address: Kohinoor Plaster, Milan Hall, Siddharth Nagar, Teka Naka, Kamptee
Road, Nagpur, Maharashtra - 440017

www.kohinoordecor.in
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